Nightsearcher Head Torches

F04

2-in-1 Head Torch
Dual function LED hand torch and head torch kit. Ultra compact and high powered, the torch has 4
mode functions: high, low, flashing and SOS. Unique 90° angled light and integrated
clip on attachment. Operates from a single AA battery (included), head
torch bracket, strap and battery.
CAT NO

LIGHT OUTPUT

LIGHT SOURCE

BEAM DISTANCE

RUN TIME

BATTERY

WEIGHT

2-IN-1

85 lumens

XP-E Cree LED

70m (high)

1h (high)

1 x AA

62g (inc battery)

HT290 LED Head Torch
Using a XP-G LED, deep dish reflector and thermal control technology, the HT290 is designed
for optimum light output over a long distance. Using a multimode switch set to the side,
allowing the user easy access (even with gloves) between the 4 light mode options (high,
medium, low and SOS). The head is also compatible with larger battery belt packs which are
suitable for when longer running times are required. Accessories include battery attachment
case (bike/belt), battery belt packs, nylon pouch, extension cord and helmet clips.
CAT NO

LIGHT OUTPUT

LIGHT SOURCE

BEAM DISTANCE

RUN TIME

BATTERY

WEIGHT

HT290

290 lumens

XP-G Cree® LED

280m (high)

3½h (high)

4.8V 2.2Ah NiMH

352g

HT200 LED Head Torch
Using a XP-G LED, deep dish reflector and thermal control technology, the HT200 is designed
for optimum light output over a long distance. Using a multimode switch set to the side,
allowing the user ease of access (even with gloves) between the 4 light mode options (high,
medium, low and SOS). Accessories include battery attachment case (bike/belt), battery belt
packs, nylon pouch, extension cord and helmet clips.
CAT NO

LIGHT OUTPUT

LIGHT SOURCE

BEAM DISTANCE

RUN TIME

BATTERY

WEIGHT

HT200

200 lumens

XP-G Cree® LED

280m (high)

8h (high)

4 x AA

334g

HT070 LED Head Torch
Powered by 3 x AAA batteries (included), this lightweight and compact headtorch is very robust.
The high power CREE XPC LED gives 70 lumens and a spot to flood beam using the built in
optical diffuser, ideal for long distance and close up work. 5 light modes including high, low,
strobe and red led for versatile applications. There are also two red LEDs which operate on the
strobe and static settings for hazard warning and covert situations.
CAT NO

LIGHT OUTPUT
(HIGH / LOW)

LIGHT SOURCE

RUN TIME
(HIGH / LOW)

BATTERY

WEIGHT

HT070

70 / 17 lumens

Cree XPC LED

5h / 20h

3 x AAA

150g
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